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We present the gas-phase infrared spectra of the phenyl cation, phenylium, in its perprotio (C6H5+) and
perdeutero (C6D5+) forms, in the 260–1925 cm1 (5.2–38 mm) spectral range, and investigate the
observed photofragmentation. The spectral and fragmentation data were obtained using Infrared Multiple Photon Dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy within a Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance
Mass Spectrometer (FTICR MS) located inside the cavity of the free electron laser FELICE (Free Electron
Laser for Intra-Cavity Experiments). The 1A1 singlet nature of the phenylium ion is ascertained by
comparison of the observed IR spectrum with DFT calculations, using both harmonic and anharmonic
frequency calculations. To investigate the observed loss of predominantly [2C,nH] (n = 2–4) fragments,
we explored the potential energy surface (PES) to unravel possible isomerization and fragmentation
reaction pathways. The lowest energy pathways toward fragmentation include direct H elimination, and
a combination of facile ring-opening mechanisms (r2.4 eV), followed by elimination of H or CCH2.
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Energetically, all H-loss channels found are more easily accessible than CCH2-loss. Calculations of the
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opening is thermodynamically the most advantageous, eliminating direct H-loss as a competing process.

vibrational density of states for the various intermediates show that at high internal energies, ring
The observed loss of primarily [2C,2H] can be explained through entropy calculations that show favored
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loss of [2C,2H] at higher internal energies.

1 Introduction
The phenyl cation, C6H5+, also known as phenylium, is a
benchmark system for several organic species such as the aryl
and arene groups. As an abundant component in hydrocarbon
plasmas, it plays a key role in flames and combustion chemistry
where ring growth according to the HACA mechanism
(H-abstraction/acetylene-addition, C2H2) takes place.1–7 Phenyl
and other benzene derivatives are thereby considered to be a
cornerstone for aromatic growth, forming Polycyclic Aromatic
a
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Hydrocarbons (PAHs).8 The release of arylic compounds such
as C6H5+ into Earth’s atmosphere has sparked interest in the
reaction mechanisms in which they could be involved.9
Larger PAHs containing more than 40 C atoms are known to
be present in space, and to play a key role in interstellar
chemistry.10–15 They are observed via infrared emission in
characteristic bands, called Aromatic Infrared Bands (AIBs).
Although individual PAH species are still to be identified,
benzene,16,17 and benzonitrile18 have been firmly identified in
space. Benzene has also been detected in the atmospheres
of Titan and on giant planets.19,20 Phenylium is currently one
of the proposed precursors in the interstellar synthesis of
benzene.21,22
Phenylium’s high reactivity stems from its electrophilicity,
which is induced in the singlet state by its vacant, non-bonding
s orbital.23 The empty s orbital induces sp hybridization of the
C-atom, causing a substantial deformation of the hexagonal
frame as is depicted in the left structure in Fig. 1. In its triplet
state (right structure), the s orbital is singly occupied by an
electron that has been removed from the p-system.24 This
restores the sp2 hybridization of the carbon center and hence
the hexagonal shape of the C6H5+ cation, but sacrifices the
aromaticity of the system.25 Whereas there exists a general
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Fig. 1 The geometries of the two diﬀerent possible electronic states,
showing how the singlet structure leads to a distorted hexagonal structure.

agreement that the 1A1 state is the ground state, the energy
diﬀerence between the triplet and singlet states is somewhat
uncertain, with calculations covering a range from 77 to
137 kJ mol1.22–24,26,27 Photoelectron spectroscopy of the phenyl radical did not shed any light on the singlet–triplet (S–T)
gap.28 Some experimental support of a singlet ground state was
offered in 2000, when a matrix-isolated IR spectroscopy study of
phenylium reported vibrational frequencies at 713 and 3110 cm1.29
These two bands were found to be consistent with a scaled
harmonic frequency prediction calculated with B3LYP/ccpVDZ for the 1A1 state. A decade later, a gas-phase, IR photofragmentation spectrum of argon-tagged phenylium was
reported, presenting five bands in the 3 mm range characteristic
for C–H stretch vibrations.30 The complementary calculations
at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ and scaled MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd)
levels of theory showed that these C–H stretch vibrations shift,
depending on the position of the Ar tag relative to the phenylium cation. In the 1A1 state, the Ar atom donates electron
density into the empty s orbital on the carbocation center and
forms a s bond in the plane of the molecule. In the 3B1 state,
the Ar atom shares electron density with the p system of the
cation and localizes above the face of the ring. In 2012, an
extensive experimental and theoretical investigation of several
singly dehydrogenated PAH cations reported a linear correlation between the size of the PAH molecule and the size of
the S–T gap, predicting triplet electronic ground states for all
singly dehydrogenated PAHs and a singlet configuration for
phenylium.31 Although experimental verification was presented
for the larger aryl cations by applying IR Multiple Photon
Dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy using the Free Electron
Laser for Infrared Experiments (FELIX), no experimental spectrum
of phenylium was reported. Phenylium proved too resistant
against IRMPD, preventing the recording of the fingerprint IR
spectrum of bare (i.e., untagged), gas-phase phenylium.
Experimental evidence pertaining to isomerization and fragmentation is likewise limited. Such information is of importance as a structural rearrangement of phenylium would aﬀect
reaction and dissociation pathways that are of importance to
the reaction networks in flames and the interstellar medium.
Recently, Shi et al.32 theoretically explored the phenylium
potential energy surface (PES), identifying 60 possible isomers
in which they were able to connect 28 through transition states.
A laboratory study on the photodissociation of the (neutral)
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phenyl radical found H-loss to occur upon irradiation at
248 nm and both H and [2C,2H]-loss at 193 nm.33 The fragmentation of phenylium upon collisions with He and N2O has
also been reported to lead to [2C,2H]-loss.34,35 Furthermore,
many studies on the larger PAH species have shown a trend for
smaller and irregular PAHs to be more likely to lose [2C,2H]
than H or H2 upon photofragmentation.36–42 It would thus be of
great interest to find out if phenylium follows this trend.
In this paper, we present the IRMPD spectrum of bare,
isolated, gas-phase phenylium, in its perprotio (C6H5+) and
perdeutero (C6D5+) forms in the 5–40 mm region. We use the
FT-ICR mass spectrometer in the optical cavity of the IR Free
Electron Laser for Intra-Cavity Experiments (FELICE),43 demonstrating that the higher fluences available there are able to
efficiently excite IRMPD-resistant species (ESI†).44–46 The
observed fragmentation products are interpreted by investigating several isomerization and fragmentation pathways using
DFT calculations.

2 Methods
2.1

Experiments

The IR spectrum of phenylium was recorded in the Fourier
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer (FTICR MS) located inside the optical cavity of FELICE, one of the
free-electron lasers of the FELIX Laboratory.43 A schematic of
the apparatus can be found in Petrignani et al.;43 only details
relevant to this study are given here.
Phenylium is generated in an electron impact ionizer. To
form the dehydrogenated cation of benzene, bromobenzene
(C6H5Br or C6D5Br Merck/Sigma-Aldrich) is used as precursor
and placed in a glass vial connected via a leak valve to the
instrument, operated at source chamber pressures of several
107 mbar. The bromobenzene molecules are subsequently
ionized with 40 eV electrons generating phenylium (C6H5+
m/z = 77, or C6D5+, m/z = 82).
All ions are directed to a quadrupole mass selector, used in
radio frequency (rf) only mode, to guide all ions. The continuously produced ions are then accumulated and collisionally
cooled with room-temperature Ar gas at an ambient pressure of
102 mbar in a linear quadrupole ion trap with rectilinear rods
segmented in three parts.47 The accumulated ions are extracted
into a large electrostatic deflection quadrupole located inside
the laser cavity. The ions are deflected by 901 to be parallel to
the laser beam into a 1 m-long, rf-guiding quadrupole, which
leads to four ion trapping and detection cells positioned in the
bore of the 7-T FT-ICR MS.43 The center of cell 1 is located at the
focus of the FELICE laser beam, and cells 2, 3, and 4 are
positioned progressively 100 mm away from the previous cell.
The magnet can be moved along its axis so that one of the four
ICR cells can be selected to be in the sweet spot of the magnet.
Considering the Rayleigh range of 82 mm, the laser fluence is
reduced by a factor of 2.3 for each next cell. The high photon
densities provided in the laser focus were not required to
achieve fragmentation. To limit power broadening eﬀects, the
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experiments were therefore conducted in cell 4. For C6H5+ the
ions were irradiated for 4.85 s at a repetition rate of 10 Hz
amounting to 48 macropulses. After these experiments, development on the alignment optics made it possible to achieve the
same results for C6D5+ with only two macropulses in 0.21 s at a
repetition rate of 5 Hz.
During storage in cell 4, the desired mass, i.e., m/z = 77 for
C6H5+ or m/z = 82 for C6D5+, is isolated by ejecting all other
masses present via a Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier Transform (SWIFT) pulse.48 After irradiation of the ion cloud, a mass
spectrum is recorded at each frequency step. The intensity for
each fragment ion is recorded as function of FELICE frequency.
The IRMPD spectrum is obtained by taking the ratio of the total
fragment ion count and the total ion count, i.e., the sum of the
parent and fragment ions, giving the yield Y(n)
P
Ifrag ðnÞ
P
YðnÞ ¼
Ipar ðnÞ þ Ifrag ðnÞ
This yield is then normalized to the macropulse energy that is
obtained by monitoring the FELICE power. For this a fraction of
the laser beam is coupled out through a 0.5 mm radius hole in
the cavity end mirror and is directed onto a power meter
(Coherent EPM1000). Wavelength calibration was performed
by directing the IR beam to a grating spectrometer (Princeton
Instruments SpectraPro). The spectral bandwidth is near
transform-limited and is at B0.6% of the full-width at half
maximum (FWHM).
2.2

Theory

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations presented in this
work were performed using the Gaussian16 package.49 The
structures of perprotio and perdeutero phenylium were optimised at the B3LYP/N07D level,50–53 assuming singlet and
triplet ground states and the double harmonic spectra were
then calculated. The anharmonic quartic force field vibrational
spectra were also calculated using generalised second-order
vibrational perturbation theory at the B3LYP/N07D level.54 This
combination was shown to yield very good results for anharmonic frequency studies of PAHs.55 We used the keywords
Opt = VeryTight and Int(Grid = 200 974) and default values for
resonance thresholds. Further steps we took to improve the
quartic force field anharmonic spectrum are described in detail
in the ESI.† In short, some low-energy normal modes do not
exhibit the expected red shift when including anharmonic
behaviour. Instead, these normal modes exhibited unusual
blue shifts and were treated harmonically instead. This procedure resulted in a better agreement with experiments. All
theoretical stick spectra were convoluted with a Gaussian line
shape with a FWHM of 100 cm1 to match the experimental
bandwidth.
The PES describing the photodissociation of C6H5+ was
investigated at the M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,2pd) level, considering both singlet closed-shell and triplet open-shell systems. For
the latter, the HOMO and LUMO were mixed (Guess = Mix) to
destroy a–b orbitals and spatial symmetries, and thus reproducing a correct UHF wave function. This specific level of theory
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was chosen because of the proven performances of the M06-2X
functional coupled to a triple zeta quality basis set in predicting
energy barriers and differences in energies for isomers in
many systems,56 including hydrocarbon rings and chains.57
For example, the difference in energy between acetylene
(C2H2) and vinylidene (CCH2) is calculated to be 1.85 eV while
the best theoretical prediction using coupled cluster methods is
1.86 eV.58 Intermediates and transition states were found with
the Berny algorithm and harmonic frequencies were calculated
to verify the true nature of the stationary points (one imaginary
frequency for transition states and zero for minima). Finally,
Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate calculations were performed
to check if transition states were connecting the correct
minima. S–T gaps were evaluated for both C6H5+ and C6D5+
with electronic energies estimated at the M06-2X/6311++G(3df,2pd) level and zero-point vibrational energies estimated at the anharmonic B3LYP/N07D level. The S–T gap for
C6H5+–Ar was estimated using M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,2pd) for
both the electronic and zero-point vibrational energy, with the
inclusion of empirical dispersion (GD3) which calculates the
long-range potentials needed for the simulation of noble gas
tagging.59

3 Results and discussion
In the following, IRMPD spectra of both perprotio C6H5+ and
perdeutero C6D5+ phenylium are presented, and compared to
both harmonic and anharmonic DFT spectra to ascertain
whether 1A1 or 3B1 is the phenylium ground state. IR fragmentation mass spectra have been recorded at diﬀerent wavelengths, and are analyzed for both isotopologs to gain insight
in the underlying loss mechanisms. Using high-level DFT
calculations, the PES behind these loss mechanisms is explored
starting from the experimentally confirmed ground state.
3.1

Spectroscopy

The experimental IRMPD spectrum of perprotio phenylium is
shown in Fig. 2a as the black solid curve (top). The spectrum is
constructed using the four fragment masses shown in Fig. 3. It
features five broad resonances between 300 and 1800 cm1,
with a FWHM of roughly 80–100 cm1. These experimental
features are listed in Table 1. Depicted below the experimental
curve are the predictions based on different types of calculations, all employing the B3LYP functional and N07D basis set.
The red curve (second from the top) shows the harmonic
spectrum for the singlet configuration, with the frequencies
scaled by a factor of 0.96. The experimental spectrum agrees
best with this singlet one, both in terms of overall shape and
peak positions. A comparison is given in Table 1, along with the
vibrational mode descriptions. The equivalent triplet state
(Fig. 2 blue trace, third from the top) does not show any
resemblance in overall shape. An indication of some contribution to the experimental spectrum might be inferred from
the predicted 1363 cm1 resonance, which is very close to the
observed 1382 cm1 feature. This feature is the least well
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Fig. 2 Comparison between the IR experimental spectrum of (a) phenylium-H5 and (b) phenylium-D5 (black curve, top), and the calculated singlet (red,
second from top) and triplet (blue, third from top) spectra along with the anharmonic singlet (green, bottom) spectrum, for the respective isotopologs.
The peak positions of the experimental spectrum were determined by applying Gaussian fits to the individual features, and using their maxima to describe
the experiment. The harmonic curves were scaled with a factor of 0.96, while the anharmonic curve is unscaled. All theoretical spectra are convoluted
with a 100 cm1 FWHM Gaussian waveform.

Fig. 3 IRMPD mass spectra of perprotio phenylium (C6H5+, m/z = 77),
recorded at 680 cm1 (top) and 380 cm1 (bottom).

reproduced for the singlet state. However, this could also be
indicative of some poorly predicted modes. The limited experimental resolution, predictive power, and complex relationship
between calculated linear absorption strengths and observed
fragmentation, impede reliable quantification. A dominant
singlet character can, however, clearly be inferred.
The anharmonic spectrum was also calculated using the
same functional and basis set. The green, bottom curve in
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Fig. 2a shows the unscaled, anharmonic, spectrum calculated
for the singlet state. It is quite similar to the scaled harmonic
spectrum and provides a similarly reasonable match with
experiment as the scaled harmonic spectrum. In comparison
to the latter, it shows an improved match for the experimental
696 and 1382 cm1 features, while the deviation from the
experimental 380 and 1710 cm1 features is increased. Overall,
taking anharmonicity into account does not seem to lead to
significant improvements compared to the harmonic spectrum.
Most modes in the anharmonic spectrum appear blueshifted
compared to the experimental spectrum. We attribute this to an
experimental redshift caused by the high-intensity multiplephoton absorption.60 The anharmonic calculation represents a
linear absorption spectrum and will therefore not line up
exactly with the high-intensity IR-MPD spectra reported here.
Deviations between experiment and prediction can be masked
more easily with the freedom to choose a scaling factor for the
harmonic calculations.
We also present the IRMPD spectrum of perdeutero phenylium, C6D5+, in Fig. 2b. The experimental spectrum (black, top)
displays four broad bands between 600 and 1900 cm1.
The 1015 cm1 band shows a large, high-frequency shoulder.
A deconvolution into two Gaussian curves yields band maxima
at 1015 and 1184 cm1. Best agreement is again found between
the experimental spectrum and the harmonic prediction
for the singlet configuration (red, second from the top).
The dominant feature in the experimental spectrum – at
1015 cm1 – is mirrored by the intense band at 1061 cm1,
whereas no activity is predicted at these frequencies for the
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Table 1 Observed band frequencies (cm1) and relative intensities together with the calculated singlet frequencies (cm1) and IR intensities (km mol1),
and the descriptions of the corresponding vibrational modes for perprotio (left panel) and perdeutero (right panel) phenylium. The listed harmonic
frequencies are scaled by a factor of 0.96. The abbreviations oop and ip stand for out-of-plane and in-plane

C6H5+

C6D5+

Harmonic calc.

Experiment

Description

Freq.

IR int.

Freq.

CCCoop empty C
Ring compression
Ring twisting
Ring compression
Quintet CHoop
Ring breathing
Ring breathing
CHip scissoring
CHip scissoring
CHip rocking
CC stretch
CC stretch
CC stretch

375
399
505
630
699
939
1037
1065
1139
1238
1302
1430
1724

9
21
3
5
153
6
15
46
8
12
39
12
33

Harmonic calc.

Experiment

Freq.

Freq.

Norm. Y

Description

380

0.10

CCCoop empty C
Ring compression

343
383

14
19

696

1.00

Quintet CDoop
Ring compression
CDip scissoring
Ring compression

520
588
731
735

63
7
6
3

962
1061
1234
1353
1690

5
41
15
10
27

1052

Norm. Y

738

0.74

1015
1184
1337
1648

1.00
0.30
0.46
0.15

0.71

1382

0.40

1710

0.14

triplet state (blue, third from the top). The 738 cm1 and
1648 cm1 experimental features are quite accurately predicted
by the singlet spectrum, where the triplet spectrum shows only
little or no intensity. Overall, the shape and band positions
agree best with the singlet ground state prediction. Although
again a triplet contribution to the spectrum cannot be
excluded, the phenylium in its 1A1 state is clearly the dominant
species observed, confirming our interpretation of the perprotio spectrum. Just as for the perprotio phenylium, the unscaled,
anharmonic singlet spectrum (green, bottom curve) shows
great similarity with the scaled harmonic prediction, but does
not yield a much improved fit for any of the observed features.
The experimental features and the scaled, harmonic resonances are presented in Table 1. Comparison between the
perdeutero and perprotio phenylium reveals an expected redshift of the vibrational modes. Where the perprotio phenylium
exhibits modes with mixed CHip bending and CC stretching
character in the 1000–1600 cm1 range, in perdeuterated
phenylium, the CDip counterpart is less prominent than the
CC stretching component. We compared the nature of these
modes between C6H5+ and C6D5+ by inspecting their animated
vibrations. Many of these mixed modes in the C6H5+ spectrum
have no one-on-one equivalent counterpart with significant
intensity in the C6D5+ spectrum. Of the modes presented in
the Table, six show direct counterparts with significant intensity.
They are indicated with matching colors.
Our calculations of the S–T gap for perprotio phenylium
with DFT calculations (using M06-2X for the electronic
energies and B3LYP for the zero-point energies) yield a value
of 121 kJ mol1 (120 kJ mol1 for C6D5+), close to the highest
values reported in literature (r137 kJ mol1 22). The S–T gap
of argon-tagged phenylium Ar–C6H5+, calculated including
empirical dispersion to account for the long-range potentials
needed to describe argon-tagging, is 99 kJ mol1, whereas a
dispersion-corrected calculation for bare phenylium yielded 91
kJ mol1. This indicates a small stabilization of 8 kJ mol1 for
the singlet state by the s-coordinated—or in-plane—argon
atom, as was previously suggested as well.30
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IR int.

Ring breathing
CC stretch
CC stretch
CC stretch
CC stretch

We conclude that the spectra for both perprotio and perdeutero systems clearly indicate that the observed phenylium is
in its 1A1 singlet ground state. DFT calculations confirm these
findings.

3.2

Fragmentation chemistry

Upon resonant IR irradiation, several fragment masses appear.
Fig. 3 shows mass spectra recorded at two diﬀerent resonances
in the IR spectrum of perprotio phenylium. The top panel
shows the fragmentation that occurred close to the maximum
of the 696 cm1 band at 680 cm1. Four fragment ions are
observed at m/z = 51, 50, 49 and 37 in addition to the parent ion
at m/z = 77. The mass spectrum recorded at the weakest IR
resonance at 380 cm1 (bottom panel) displays only one fragment at m/z = 51. Fragmentation mainly occurs through the loss
of [2C,nH]-moieties with n = 2–4 (m/z = 51–49) plus a small
contribution of [3C,4H]-loss (m/z = 37). The m/z = 50 and 49
channels appear mostly along this dominant m/z = 51 mass,
while the m/z = 37 channel only appears at the most intense
resonances. Notably, no significant H or 2H loss (m/z = 76
and 75) is observed for any of the resonances. This was also
observed in an earlier IRMPD measurements of naphthyl
cation, showing [2C,2H] as the dominant loss channel31
although the relatively low mass resolution in that experiment
could have obscured observation of H-loss.
For perdeutero phenylium, a mass spectrum recorded at
1275 cm1 – on the flank of the IR resonance at 1337 cm1 – is
given in the top panel of Fig. 4, displaying two main fragment
masses at m/z = 54 and 52 next to the parent mass at m/z = 82.
Contributions from [nD]-loss at m/z = 80, 78 and 76 are small
and are only present in the flanks of the 1337 cm1 and
1015 cm1 resonances. No m/z = 38 ion signal is detected,
which would have indicated [3C,4D]-loss. The mass spectrum
recorded at the weakest IR resonance (1648 cm1) is displayed in
the bottom panel and only shows one fragment mass, at m/z = 54.
Similar to its perprotio counterpart, perdeutero phenylium mainly
loses [2C,2D] (m/z = 54), with [2C,3D] (m/z = 52) appearing along
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Fig. 4 IRMPD mass spectrum of perdeutero phenylium (C6D5+, m/z = 82),
recorded at 790 cm1 (top) and 1648 cm1 (bottom).

the main fragment in all resonances other than the weakest
1648 cm1 feature.
Both the perprotio and perdeutero phenylium thus show the
loss of [2C,2H/D] as their dominant loss channel, with the loss
of [2C,3H/D] as the second strongest. The most salient diﬀerences are that the perprotio phenylium is the only one to show
the loss of [3C,4H/D], while the perdeutero phenylium is the
only one to show the loss of [nH/D]. In spite of these diﬀerences, it is clear that these smaller channels are secondary to
the loss of [2C,2H/D]. We attribute the observation of lowermass fragments for C6H5+ to a higher-energy loss channel, that
is made accessible by a combined eﬀect of both the IR absorption strength of the excited mode and laser intensity.
To rationalize the observed mass spectra obtained upon IR
irradiation, we investigated the PES describing the photofragmentation of phenylium at the M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,2pd) level. The
results are summarized in Fig. 5 where the colors and roman
numerals highlight energy regimes dominated by a given mechanism. The lowest energy regime is that of ring opening and
subsequent isomerization processes. Ring opening (I, orange) is
clearly energetically more favorable than H-atom loss (II, red)
processes. Direct H-loss from phenylium involves a simple C–H
bond breaking requiring 5.09 eV. This value is slightly higher
(0.2 eV) than obtained at the CCSD(T) level,22 which is likely due to
the multi-configuration character of the m-benzyne C6H4+
cation.61 Ring opening—leading to the chain-like intermediate
int2—can occur along two different reaction paths. The lowest
energy path involves a single transition state ts3 at 2.41 eV, where
the breaking of the alpha C–C bond is followed by the migration
of one H-atom to form a CH2-moiety. The higher energy path goes
through ts1 at 2.88 eV involving the migration of an H atom to a
nearby carbon creating int1. This is followed by the subsequent
cleavage of the C–C bond with a concerted migration of one H to
the final carbon of the chain, involving ts2 at 4.9 eV. In both paths
the transition states and the intermediate have a singlet openshell character. The 2.41 eV energy of ts3 compares very well with
the value of 2.44 eV (56.2 kcal mol1) obtained with CCSD(T)22
while it is low compared to the 3.33 eV value obtained with
QCISD(T).32 Despite the uncertainties of the different methods,
direct H-loss from phenylium is clearly energetically less
favorable than isomerization.
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Several chain-like C6H5+ isomers exist, lying a couple of eVs
above ground-state phenylium.32 The structures investigated in
Fig. 5 are amongst the lowest in energy. Similar reaction paths
were found to be available for the all isomers investigated here,
namely int2, int3, int4, and int5, with comparable energies. In
the following, we describe the diﬀerent reaction pathways
available for isomer int3 as an example, the energies are given
with respect to int3. For this isomer, the lowest energy pathways are isomerization reactions (I, orange): a rotation along
the C2H2 central group (ts5, 2.03 eV) producing the cis form of
int3–int2, and H-migration (ts7, 2.09 eV) leading to int4. An
additional H-transfer leads to the formation of a methyl group
in int5.
Energetically, the next class of reactions is H-loss (II, red),
requiring energies ranging from 3.65 eV to 4.8 eV depending on
which H-atom is eliminated.§ The CCH2-loss reaction (III, blue)
is found to be even more endoergic, requiring energies above
5.74 eV (ts6) for the direct dissociation and above 8.70 eV for
the sequential H + CCH loss (IV, green). Direct CCHn losses
(with n = 3, 4) also require energies higher than 6 eV.
Based on the PES, the following scenario can be put forward.
When phenylium is excited up to an energy of around 4 eV,
isomerization reactions (such as ring opening/closing,
H-migration, and rotation) can occur. Because the isomerization barriers are energetically very close and lower than the
dissociation barriers the process is expected to yield a mixed
population of C6H5+ isomers, including phenylium.
This situation can be described quantitatively within the
pre-equilibrium approximation.62 In this approximation, the
relative abundance of each isomer in an equilibrated mixture of
isomers can be determined via the vibrational density of states
(VDOS) at internal energy E.63 The abundance of isomer X can
be calculated as
,

 X
ri ðE  E0;i Þ
½X ¼ rX E  E0;X
i

where ri(E  E0,i) is the density of states of isomer i evaluated at
energy E, with E0,i, the relative energies of isomer i, all given
with respect to the ground state of phenylium as a reference.
For each isomer, the VDOS was calculated using the direct
count method on unscaled harmonic frequencies from M06-2X/
6-311+G(3df,2pd) calculations. The resulting abundances are
plotted in Fig. 6. Phenylium constitutes 90% of this mixture up
to 3 eV of internal energy, but already around 4 eV its contribution is down to 50%. From this point, the sum of int2 and int3
dominates the mixture of isomers up to 14 eV, where their
contribution decreases below 50% and isomers of int4 and int5
dominates. Thus it is a mixture of C6H5+ isomers that will
determine the fragmentation observed experimentally, assuming that at intermediate internal energies of several eVs all
species are in the quasi-continuum64 (ESI†) and readily absorb
the extra photons needed for fragmentation. It appears that the
ring opening in phenylium brings a thermodynamic advantage:
§ In Fig. 5 we reported only the lowest energy H-loss channel for each
intermediate.
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Fig. 5 Potential energy surface (PES) connecting phenylium and several low-lying isomers with potential fragmentation pathways (M06-2X/
6-311++G(3df,2pd) level of theory). Energies are in eV and calculated with respect to phenylium, loss channels are labeled between parentheses.
Molecular structures depicted in the PES are cations. The colors (background and labels) and roman numerals identify energy regimes associated with
diﬀerent processes going from low to higher energy: isomerization (0 to E4 eV, I), H-loss (4 to E5 eV, II), C-loss (5 to E7 eV III) and sequential C- and
H-loss (above 7 eV, IV). The PES of C6D5+ will be similar with minor diﬀerences in the energetics due to zero point vibrational energy diﬀerences between
perprotio and perdeuterated phenylium.

int2 and int3 possess more low-energy vibrational modes that
increase their density of states with respect to phenylium. A
similar behavior was also observed for the naphthalene
cation.63
Starting at an energy of around 4.8 eV, H-loss reactions from
a mixed population of C6H5+ isomers become accessible. Direct
H-loss from the ring might also happen, but it is not expected
to be competitive with H-loss from the population of open
isomers. Finally CCH2/C2H2-loss reactions open up for energies
above 5.8 eV.
This theoretical picture appears to be at odds with what was
observed in the experiment, which reveals only C-loss channels.
Two studies on the reactivity of phenylium showed only the loss
of [2C,2H] as a collisionally induced dissociation (CID) byproduct at room temperature.34,35 In these guided ion beam
studies, the collisions are expected to lead to a less gentle
excitation than in our IR-MPD experiment, but the lack of
hydrogen loss appears consistent with the current observations.
In contrast, for the neutral phenyl radical, photofragmentation
studies using 248 nm light (5.0 eV per photon) showed H-loss
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only, whereas additional [2C,2H]-loss was observed when using
193 nm light (6.4 eV).33 Although these findings cannot be
directly compared due to the diﬀerence in charge state, it is
interesting to note that the shift from H-loss to [2C,2H]-loss
occurs in the range between 5.0 and 6.4 eV, the same range
calculated here for the phenyl ion.
The lack of detection of the H-loss channel may be explained
if the [2C,nH]-peaks in the mass spectra are the result of
sequential loss of H followed by the loss of [2C,(n  1)H]units. In this scenario, isomerization takes place first producing a collection of isomers, within the microsecond timescale
of the experiment. In any of these isomers, fast loss of
[2C,(n  1)H] follows the initial loss of H-atoms, thus obscuring
this channel.
The high barriers calculated for the [2C,H]-loss reactions
from C6H4+ isomers plus the sole detection of [2C,2H] in the
CID experiments might suggest that another mechanism is at
play. It could also be speculated that a kinetic shift might be
responsible for the lack of detection of H-loss on C6H5+,
i.e., that a molecule needs to be excited to higher internal
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Fig. 6 Relative concentrations of phenylium, int2 + int3 and int4 + int5 in
the equilibrated mixture M as function of the internal energy of the
phenylium molecules in the pre-equilibrium approximation.

energies to observe any fragmentation during the experimental
timescale (Bms). This has been observed both in large and
small aromatic systems.41,44 At these higher internal energies
(Z6 eV) the dominant fragmentation channel might be diﬀerent
from that at lower internal energies.
To evaluate if there is a change in the dominant fragmentation channel at higher energies we calculated entropies of
activation at T = 1000 K (DS1000) for H-loss and CCH2-loss from
int2, using the unscaled harmonic frequencies for int2 and
ts4.65 Since H-loss is a barrierless reaction, we started from an
optimised structure where the eliminated H is located 4 Å away
from the remaining C6H4+ fragment. For the H-loss reaction,
DS1000 is 23.02 J mol1 K1, while for CCH2-loss DS1000 is
51.58 J mol1 K1. This means that, even if the loss of an H
atom requires a lower energy barrier (3.63 eV) than the loss of
CCH2 (4.52 eV), the reaction rate of CCH2-loss will grow faster
than the rate of H-loss as function of internal energies due to
the larger change in entropy. Eventually the CCH2-loss channel
becomes dominant at high internal energy. A similar situation
was observed for the competition between H- and H2-loss
channels in the pyrene cation.66 This is true also for C6D5+,
since the calculated DS1000 for D-loss and CCD2-loss are 27.21
and 55.65 J mol1 K1, respectively.
The lack of detection of the H-loss channel in C6H5+ could
thus be either due to sequential loss or to a kinetic shift.
Experiments on a nanosecond timescale could disentangle
the direct and/or sequential origins of the C-loss channels. A
kinetic modeling study of the fragmentation pathways of
phenylium and its isomers, which is beyond the scope of this
paper, could help shed light on this matter.

4 Conclusions
The first IR spectra of isolated, gas-phase perprotio phenylium
and perdeutero phenylium covering the 5.2–38 mm range are
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presented. Our experiments confirm the assignment of the
singlet ground-state configuration and reveal only limited
anharmonic behavior. The C6H5+ ions fragment primarily
through loss of [2C,nH] (n = 2–4), with [2C,2H]-loss being the
dominant loss channel, in agreement with other works. The
exploration of the PES of phenylium through DFT calculations
and pre-equilibrium calculations of the VDOS for various
intermediates revealed facile ring-opening pathways, suggesting a mixture of open isomers to be available upon photolysis.
H-loss was not detected in experiment. This could either be
explained by fast sequential loss or by kinetic effects; the
entropy (DS1000) calculations show that at high internal energies, CCH2-loss proceeds at a faster rate than H-loss. The
presented results constitute the successful IRMPD spectroscopy
of an IRMPD-resistant ion using the FELICE FT-ICR MS. Developments are currently in progress that improve ion production,
storage, and alignment, providing access to higher ion and
photon densities. The current results demonstrate the unique
capabilities of FELICE in spectroscopic characterization of
strongly bound species which would not be possible with other
instruments, thus paving the way to the IRMPD spectroscopic
characterization of highly photostable, astronomically relevant
species down to the far-infrared.
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